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P.O Box 59028 Alta Vista
Ottawa, ON K1G 5T7
Phone: 613-700-GEMS (4367)

Our landlord has turned down the application of the person who wanted
to be our subtenant. Their justification being "no food businesses". Our
departure from 190-1C Colonnade is now on hold. The executive is now
considering a commercial real estate broker. Our kijiji ad just attracted a
wave of losers and has been pulled.
I am not too unhappy with current events. This will give us more time
to liquidate stuff. We will be holding another auction in May to lighten the
load. Our shop supervisor Jean-Guy Bradette has suggested that we
condense the workshop into the emptied garage and sublease the rest.
The executive has decided to liquidate most of the show material and
the blue racks upon which they sit. When we hold shows again, we are
going to start small with a new look. Ease of setup and tear down will be
important considerations. Most of the steel piping we used for overhead
signs is now surplus. Any interested club member can make a serious offer
to the executive.
No matter what happens to the workshop we will continue to hold
online auctions as a regular club activity and as a revenue stream. We will
have another members-only auction later in the year.
There are no field trips scheduled at this time, but Frank Stoyles,
Matthew Poirier, and I are planning field trips in the late summer to fall. I
and everyone else will feel more comfortable after we get our vaccines.

Kerry Day
OLMC President

Website:
http://www.olmc.ca
Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/
OttawaLapsmithMineralClub

All members are invited to submit articles, proposals, and
thoughts that could be included in the newsletters. Also, feel
free to send your Classified ads by e-mail to: news@olmc.ca
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MIG ONLINE Meeting
Date: April 19 at 7:00 pm.
Guest speaker: Thomas Gore, M.Sc., GIT
Talk: “From Discovery to Approval: The
Journey to a New Mineral – Melansonite
from Mont St-Hilaire”
Thomas Gore is a mineralogist with XPS
Expert Process Solutions in Sudbury.
If you want to attend this presentation,
contact montgomeryjr50@gmail.com

OLMC Workshop Schedule
and Other News
The Ontario government has imposed a fourweek shutdown to strictly limit indoor social
gatherings. Consequently, all workshop days
are cancelled. Supervisors may still access
the workshop on a solitary basis, as needed,
and following all cleaning protocols. The online auction will proceed.

Donations and Sales
The club has a GoFundMe page, if anyone
Field Trips
wants to donate money for the workshop rent.
Probably the OLMC will start hosting some https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-the-ottawafield trips in the autumn, when more people lapsmith-and-mineral-club
should be vaccinated. If you are interested in
going somewhere, tell us at news@olmc.ca, Books are still available for sale at the
and we will try to book it.
workshop -- $5 to $10 each. Also watch the
Possibilities: Perth, Craigmont, Burgess?
Classified Ads section.

Club On-Line Auction April 5-9
The club will hold its second on-line auction this year to raise money that supports the
workshop. There will be up to 200 lots of excellent stones and slabs, plus some must-have
items on consignment from club members.
At the end of the auction, bidders will receive an automated e-mail with an invoice
number and listing what lots have been won. Payment can be done by e-transfer to the club
treasurer, or by cash or cheque at the workshop.
Successful bidders must pick up their items at the workshop the next Wednesday or the
next Saturday. There is curbside pickup. Otherwise, they must make a special arrangement
for a different time. An e-mail will be sent to announce the auction and the URL.

Peter Carl Fabergé and the House of Fabergé
Peter Carl Fabergé was born in Saint Petersburg, Russia, (30
May 1846 – 24 September 1920), and became a jeweller best
known for the famous Fabergé eggs made in the style of genuine
Easter eggs, but using precious metals and gemstones. From the
age of 18 to 26, he traveled around Europe and studied to become
a goldsmith and jeweller.
In 1882, he took over the House of Fabergé, and was awarded
the
title
Master Goldsmith. The House became famous at the PanRenaissance Egg, Wikimedia
Russian Exhibition that year, and the Tsar ordered Fabergé’s
works to be displayed in the Hermitage as examples of superb craftsmanship. The House
became known for gold bejewelled items embellished with enamel ranging from electric bell
pushes to cigarette cases and “objets de fantaisie”.
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A Month of Volcanoes
It seems like volcanoes have been in
the news lately. Here is a short list,
courtesy of “volcanodiscovery.com”.
March 1: Pacaya and Fuego
(Guatemala) have been active
throughout March, with ash plumes,
lava flows, and volcanic lightning.
March 5: Kilauea (Hawai'i, USA)
was active throughout February. A
new lava pond appeared on March 5, Fagradals Mountain volcano, photo by drone camera
which broke its levee on March 7, to
join a larger lava lake. And Mauna Loa is “waking up”.
March 12: Etna's (Sicily, Italy) new SE crater occurred during the morning. It was notably
powerful, marking the 12th such event in a row in less than a month (roughly every 2.5 days).
Live Volcano Cams are on https://www.skylinewebcams.com/en/webcam/italia/
March 12: Sangay and Reventador (Ecuador) continue to have ash plumes. On March 12,
Sangay had an explosive eruption and released a huge ash cloud high into the clear sky.
March 19: The Fagradals Mountain volcano (Iceland), that had been dormant for 6,000 years,
erupted after weeks of earthquakes. Bright lava spilled out of the earth, which could be seen
up more than 30 km away in Reykjavík. Someone tried to cook breakfast on a lava flow, and
the pan melted, and stop laughing! And someone else sent a drone over the cone; the drone
also melted. https://www.instagram.com/p/CMzW24JHaCF
Live Volcano Cam: https://youtu.be/sjDDM1RC5JQ

20M Year Old Petrified Tree Found in Lesbos
While excavating in the petrified forest on Lesbos, geology professor Nikolas Zouros
uncovered a 19.5 metre fossilized tree with roots, branches and leaves. Weeks later, he also
found a stack of fossilized logs.
The petrified forest is one of the largest UNESCO global geoparks. The ancient forest
existed in a subtropical climate, very different from the current Mediterranean climate. Zouros
said, “To discover it so complete and in such excellent condition is a first. To then discover a
treasure trove of so many petrified trunks in a single pit was, well, unbelievable.”
The discovery of an entire tree lying on a bed of leaves was not only unprecedented but
lucky, as it was about to be covered by asphalt for a highway. Zouros said it will form part of
a planned open-air museum.
Since 2013, excavations in the area have revealed more than 15 significant fossil sites.
The geological record indicates Lesbos was covered with lava and ash between from a series
of volcanic explosions between 17 and 20 million years ago.
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/feb/25/unique-petrified-tree-up-to-20m-years-old-found-intact-in-lesbos
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Cappadocia
In the soft tuff stone of south central Turkey,
southeast of Ankara, lies the ancient settlement of
Cappadocia. The tuff came from regional
volcanic activity over the last 20 million years
from Mount Erciyes, Mount Hasan, Mount
Melendiz, and some smaller volcanoes to the
south and east, now extinct. Pre-historic erosion
created steep-sided streams and towering shapes
called “fairy chimneys” or hoodoos.
Cappadocia is within Göreme National Park.
The area was declared a UNESCO World Heritage
Site in 1985. The name Cappadocia comes from
the ancient Persian word katpatuka, meaning
“land of horses”.
The prevailing thought is that agrarian people
began to carve sheltering dugouts into the tuff
during the Hittite empire in the early Bronze Age.
Ever expanding, the dugouts grew into more
complex living quarters, monasteries, reservoirs,
and even underground cities.
The earliest written statement about
Photo: OUR PLACE The World Heritage Collection
Cappadocia is from Xenophon of Athens, who
wrote about his expedition with Cyrus the Younger that happened 401 to 400 BC. From his
memoir 'Anabasis': "Their houses were underground, with a mouth like that of a well, but
below they spread out widely. Entrance ways were dug for the herd animals, but the people
descended by ladder. In the houses there were goats, sheep, cattle, birds, and their children.
Inside, all the animals were kept fed on a diet of fodder."
Christian hermits moved into the area in
the first centuries AD, settling into the existing
dugouts and making new ones, usually at
ground level. As the community of Caesarea
grew, they built larger residential spaces and
religious areas and workspaces including at
least one winery and a copper foundry.
The region experienced a series of
invasions from the fourth century to the sixth
century, which provided an incentive to make
more rock-cut buildings of a defensive nature
above and below ground. Entrances were
disguised with foliage, and could be blocked
Photo: OUR PLACE The World Heritage Collection
with large stones. Branching corridors were
made more labyrinthine. The cities became deeper, extending 100 metres below the surface.
They were stockpiled with cattle and food supplies to last long sieges.
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When the Byzantine empire gained control of the region, it was a golden age for Christian
architecture in Cappadocia. By the eleventh century, around 3,000 churches had been carved
into the rock. Later, when Turks took over the region, Turkish farmers gradually moved in.
They refurbished some of the carved spaces, replacing camouflaged and inconspicuous
entrance ways with more elaborate facades.
The rock-cut houses were used as residences until the 1950s. They proved useful as
defensive shelter during wars, as well as having pleasantly moderate air temperatures. But, a
series of earthquakes caused heavy damage and made the area significantly more dangerous.
Still, there are some caves that are occupied during hot summers, and some have been turned
into hotels.
Nearly forty underground cities have been found in Cappadocia. There are rumours that
the cities were linked by long underground passageways, but no such tunnels have been
found. Estimates of how many people lived in each place range from 3,000 to 30,000, with
the largest and largely unexplored city of Özkonak holding perhaps 60,000 people.
There are also spaces above ground. Carved out of the cliff-sides are much smaller cities
and castles 60-to-90 metres high. They are reached by simple hand and footholds. They have
steep and narrow passages. Many of them have painted dovecotes to attract birds, whose
valuable excrement was used for fertiliser.

Photo: Francesco Bandarin , UNESCO

Photo: Aneta Ribarska

Photo: Francesco Bandarin, UNESCO

Photo: Aneta Ribarska

https://www.goreme.com/zelve-open-air-museum.php

https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/357/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock-cut_architecture_of_Cappadocia
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Chemawinite (Manitoban Amber)
Cedar Lake, Manitoba, is known to have excellent
examples of prehistoric amber fossil of cretaceous age. The
amber was found by native peoples in Manitoba. This type of
amber is called "Chemawinite", after the tribe that lives in the
area. It has also been called "cedarite". This amber contains
many organic inclusions.
At least one person started trading it at the Hudson Bay
Company trading post in 1890. It was officially studied by
J.B. Tyrrell at that time, and B.J Harrington officially
What amber may look like
reported on the "so−called amber" in 1891. Tyrell and his
research group managed to trace its source to the western shores of Cedar Lake, just north of
Lake Winnipegosis. The first fossil inclusions were reported by T.L. Walker in 1934, and a
team of scientists from the University of Toronto provided the first comprehensive report of
arthropod inclusions in 1937. Oddly, there are no known amber-bearing sands close to Cedar
Lake. Possibly, the amber floated down the Saskatchewan river that winds east from
Saskatchewan and enters the lake from the northwest.
The amber was collected in bulk along with woody beach debris. It was separated from
the debris and melted down for use as a varnish. Amber from the Baltic was also used this
way in Europe during the 1500–1600s. Between 1895 and 1937 almost 1 tonne of amber was
recovered out of the site at Cedar Lake, mainly for commercial use. Now there is not enough
amber there to support a commercial enterprise. Nowadays, it is gathered for scientific study
or private and public collections.
When the Grand Rapids dam was built in Manitoba in 1965, the amber-rich beaches
became submerged in water and the chemawinite disappeared. Over time, some of the amber
has managed to resurface partly due to wave action that "floated" the lighter amber upwards
from the drowned beach sands. As a result, this "treasure" can once again be found along the
shoreline of Cedar Lake.

Đông Sơn Bronze Drums
A Đông Sơn Drum is a bronze drum created by the
Đông Sơn culture in the Red River Delta of northern
Vietnam. The drums were made from about 600 BCE or
earlier until the third century CE; they are one of the
culture's most famous and extraordinary examples of
metalworking. Scholars think that metalworking must
have developed quite early in the region, because the
mountains contain gold, silver, iron, and other metals.
The Đông Sơn people also are distinguished by their
religious stone monuments, which are similar to
monuments found in Polynesia.
The drums are up to a meter in height and weigh up
Wikimedia: Drum from Sông Đà, Vietnam.
to 100 kilograms (220 lb) and are 70 centimeters in
Mid-1st millennium BCE.
diameter. They were cast in bronze using the lost-wax
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castin g method. The drums have a symmetrical appearance with three parts: the barrel
(straight upper body), the head (flat top part with a bulbous rim) and the leg (splayed bottom
part). They are decorated with geometric patterns and realistic scenes of daily life and war,
people doing chores, people dancing, animals and birds, and boats. One iconic image found
on the top of all Đông Sơn drums is a classic "starburst", with a various number of spikes
radiating out from a center. No-one knows what the symbol might represent. Europeans
might recognize it as a symbol of a sun or a star, but that it is now how southeast Asian
peoples represented those objects.
The drums were used as musical instruments in festivals, such as prayers for rain, for
good harvest and rituals, such as weddings and funerals, as well as command in army. They
were also used as funerary objects and symbol of power of tribe leaders.
In 1902, a collection of 165 large bronze drums was published by Franz Heger, who
subdivided them into a classification of four types. The Heger 1 drums of the Đông Sơn
culture were further classified and divided into five groups by the Vietnamese scholar Pham
Huy Thong in 1990, implying a chronological succession. The earliest, group A, comprises a
set of large and intricated decorated drums. Group B consists of smaller drums which almost
universally have a group of waterbirds in flight as their key motif on the tympanum and the
mantle designs. Group C has a central panel on the tympanum made up of a row of plumed
warriors placed inside another panel of waterbirds in flight. Toads line the tympanum's edge
while the mantle is decorated with either boats or geometric patterns.
The maritime theme indicates the
importance of trade to the region. The drums
were traded as goods and were used as
heirlooms. More than 200 have been found in
an area spanning from eastern Indonesia and
New Guinea to Vietnam and parts of Southern
China, proving trade connections for at least
the past millennia. The earliest written
records describing the Đông Sơn drum appear
in the Shi Ben, a Chinese book dated from the
3rd century BC. The Hou Han Shu, a late Han
dynasty book dated to the 5th century AD,
describes how the Han dynasty rulers
collected bronze drums from what is now
northern Vietnam to melt down and recast into
bronze horses. Examples of Đông Sơn Drums
have been found in elite burial assemblages at
Wikimedia: Hoàng Ha bronze drum's surface, Vietnam culture sites of Dong Son, Viet Khe, and
Shizhie Shan.
The drums are being used ceremoniously in Southeast Asia such as Yi people, Zhuang
people, Miao people and Qabiao people in northern Vietnam and southern China. The Karen
people were still casting bronze drums until the early part of the 20th century. Generally, the
drums are struck in the center with a soft mallet, and on the side with a wooden or bamboo
stick. Among the ethnic Vietnamese, these drums continue to be used as ritual objects, but
they are rarely used as musical instruments anymore.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dong_Son_drum
https://www.thoughtco.com/dong-son-drums-bronze-age-169896
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Contact:

Workshop Schedule

President
Kerry Day
pres@olmc.ca

April 2021
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Vice-President
Matthew Poirier
vicepres@olmc.ca

Friday

Saturday
3
Lapidary
10:00-16:00

5

6
Silversmith
video call
19:00

7
Lapidary
2:30-9:00

8

9

10
Lapidary
10:00-16:00

11

12

13
Silversmith
video call
19:00

14
Lapidary
2:30-9: 00

15

16

17
Lapidary
10:00-16:00

18

19
MIG
video call
time 19:00

20
Silversmith
video call
19:00

21
Lapidary
2:30-9: 00

22

23

24
Lapidary
10:00-16:00

25

26

27
Silversmith
video call
19:00

28
Lapidary
2:30-9:00

29

30

Treasurer
Rita Hudec
treasurer@olmc.ca

Workshop Chair
Jean-Guy Bradette
workshop@olmc.ca

Membership Chair
Nathalie Bourget
memberchair@olmc.ca

Newsletter Editor
Eric Clara
news@olmc.ca

2

4

Secretary
Bob Boisvert
sec@olmc.ca

Show Chair
Stéphane Jetté
showchair@olmc.ca

Thursday
1

Digging in the
Library
An older and wiser friend
once told me that life throws two
types of experience at you: those that
build confidence and those that build
character. You will find, at least
initially, that polishing gemstones is
a real character builder.
Tom Herbst
Amateur Gemstone Faceting
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Wulfenite is lead molybdate,
PbMoO4, and the second most
common molybdenum mineral. It is
toxic and should be handled with
care. Usually it crystallizes as soft
(Mohs = 3), thin, beveled, square
plates that are yellow to orange to
deep red in colour. Noted localities
for wulfenite are the Red Cloud
Mine in Arizona, Los Lamentos in
Mexico, and Mount Peca in
Slovenia.
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OLMC Classified Ads

Cutting rough collection for sale in Nepean. Best offer. Contact
Theresa Boucher at 613-899-0518 by Saturday, April 03.
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OLMC Membership Application
New Membership

Membership Renewal

Individual – $20

Family (2+ persons in the same residence) – $30

Other Services:
Annual workshop access fee: $90 per year (replace workshop usage fee of $3/visit)
Newsletter advertisement: $25 per year for members
Ten quarter pages per year over ten newsletters, which can be combined for fewer,
larger ads. Businesses wishing to advertise in the newsletter pay $55 (family
membership + advertising fee)
Locker Fee: $25 per year (depends on locker availability)
Cabochon Course: $60 – required for all members who want to use the lapidary machinery.
More information can be found at http://www.olmc.ca
Names(s):

___________________________________________________________________

Address:

___________________________________________________________________

City:

______________________________

Province:

_______________

Postal Code:

______________________________

Telephone:

_______________

Please specify how you would like to receive OLMC’s newsletter:
By e-mail
By mail

_____________________________________________________

Do you require a receipt?

Yes

Payments are payable by cash or cheque only to Ottawa Lapsmith and Mineral Club.
Please mail your membership form and fees to:
Ottawa Lapsmith and Mineral Club
P.O. Box 59028 Alta Vista
Ottawa, ON K1G 5T7
Please note that all membership information is used only for administrative purposes.
Administration use only:
Card provided:
Yes

Supervisor signed:

Yes

Date: __________________

Questions? Please contact us by phone 613 700-4637 or email workshop@olmc.ca

You can also go on our Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/OttawaLapsmithMineralClub
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